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ABSTRACT
Millimeter wave (mmWave) Doppler radar is a new and promising
sensing approach for human activity recognition, ofering signal
richness approaching that of microphones and cameras, but without
many of the privacy-invading downsides. However, unlike audio
and computer vision approaches that can draw from huge libraries
of videos for training deep learning models, Doppler radar has no
existing large datasets, holding back this otherwise promising sensing modality. In response, we set out to create a software pipeline
that converts videos of human activities into realistic, synthetic
Doppler radar data. We show how this cross-domain translation
can be successful through a series of experimental results. Overall,
we believe our approach is an important stepping stone towards
signifcantly reducing the burden of training such as human sensing systems, and could help bootstrap uses in human-computer
interaction.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Future smart homes and ofces will need to be able to sense the
activities of their occupants in order to intelligently adapt to the
environment and respond to their users’ needs. An incredible variety of technical approaches for recognizing the user’s actions has
been considered over many decades of research (see [73] for a survey). While tagging every object in the environment with sensors
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can be used to infer activity [88, 89], this approach is expensive,
hard to maintain, and often visually obtrusive. Therefore, the trend
has been towards centralized sensing, either a worn device (e.g.,
smartwatches) or with e.g., microphones or cameras operating in
an environment [52, 59]. While more practical, these high-fdelity
sensors also raise signifcant privacy concerns. Indeed, many users
are wary of microphones and cameras recording them in their
homes, especially after recent data leaks [25]. For this reason, there
is renewed interest in identifying and exploring sensing modalities
that are inherently more privacy preserving, yet sufciently rich to
enable fne-grained activity recognition.
In this work, we explore one such sensor: the millimeter wave
(mmWave) Doppler radar. Owing to their extensive use in security and automobile applications, the price of these sensors has
fallen dramatically, to even just a few dollars for basic units (e.g.,
RCWL-0516, HB100 and LV002 Doppler sensors). More sophisticated frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) sensors cost
around $30 USD [26]. Both types of radar sensors are solid state
and small enough to be integrated into consumer devices, such as
smart speakers and smartphones [66]. These radar sensors emit a
known RF signal, and any motion in the scene (either from users or
objects) causes refected signals to be Doppler-shifted, which can
then be used to create a 1-D Doppler plot. In the case of FMCW
sensors, a 2-D plot of range vs. the Doppler shift of signals can be
produced. Although some biomechanical attributes are expressed
in the Doppler signal (e.g., limb gait while walking), this has only
been shown to recognize people from a small set of users [77], and
not from the population at large. Indeed, it would seem hard to
be embarrassed by leaked Doppler data, in contrast to a video or
audio recording that can easily reveal identity and capture sensitive
content [13, 74].
That said, Doppler radar faces a signifcant challenge: bootstrapping machine learning classifers. Unlike audio and computer vision
approaches that can draw from huge libraries of videos to train machine learning models, Doppler radar has no existing large datasets.
All prior Doppler sensing work we could fnd in the literature had
to collect their own bespoke training data for recognition tasks.
The scale of data appears to be so limited that the full potential of
techniques like deep learning techniques remains to be seen.
In this paper, we propose a unique software pipeline that allows
unstructured videos to be transformed into synthetic Doppler radar
data that can then be used for training. This process opens up an
unparalleled volume of training data for Doppler sensors, closing an
important gap and elevating the feasibility of Doppler sensing for
activity recognition. Results from our user study show that training
a model using our proof-of-concept synthetic data output (81.4%
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accuracy) is roughly comparable in accuracy to training with native
sensor data (90.2% accuracy) – a loss of around 8.8% in accuracy
in a 12-class activity recognition task. If we augment our large
synthetic dataset with just a few minutes of user data captured
with an in-situ sensor, accuracy jumps to 95.9%, suggesting a mixed
approach could be successful while minimizing user burden.

2

RELATED WORK

We frst briefy review related work on activity recognition powered
many diferent sensing modalities, and then more specifcally focus
on approaches that leverage Doppler shifts induced by human
motion.

2.1

Human Activity Recognition

Over the years, researchers have studied human activity recognition from diferent perspectives and used numerous sensing and
machine learning modalities; including microphones [59, 65], pedometers [30], IMUs [3, 15] and optical sensors [52, 103] to name
a few. Lara et al. [60] and Ke et al. [51] provide a comprehensive
survey of wearable and video-based human activity recognition
techniques, respectively.
With the advent of deep learning algorithms, the applicability
of camera- and microphone-based methods for human activity
recognition have signifcantly increased. SoundNet [8] uses unlabelled videos to learn sound representations of various activities.
Ubicoustics [59, 97] utilized audio from sound efect libraries and
focused on domestic activities. Overall, sound-based approaches
to activity recognition are promising, but the main challenges are
privacy, environmental noise, and limited sensing range due to
sound attenuation. Cameras are also powerful, and able to capture certain activities that are not possible with microphones. Researchers have explored diferent motion and temporal feature
representations of videos learned by 3D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [14, 46, 96]. In addition to CNNs, long short-term
memory (LSTM) models are popular, taking advantage of dependencies across video frames [27, 64, 80, 101]. Instead of using raw

Training Data
TSN [94]
TTDD_FV [93]
LTC [90]
KVMF [108]
VideoDarwin [36]
MPR [71]
Zhao et al. [106]
Ubicoustics [59]
Liang et al. [65]
Fu et al. [37]
Radhar [83]
Erol et al. [32]
Kim et al. [53]
Our Approach
Our Approach

RGB Video
RGB Video
RGB Video
RGB Video
RGB Video
RGB Video
RGB-D video
Audio
Audio
Doppler Ultrasound
Doppler Radar
Doppler Radar
Doppler Radar
Doppler Radar
Synthetic Doppler

No. Classes

Accuracy

20
20
20
20
51
51
12
30
15
3
5
7
8
12
12

94.2%
90.3%
91.7%
93.1%
63.7%
65.5%
89.1%
82.1%
83.6%
92.0%
94.7%
92.8%
82.6%
95.9%
81.4%

Table 1: Activity recognition systems that make use of external sensors (i.e., not worn).

visual information, researchers have also explored the idea of relying on high-level semantic representations for human activity. For
example, using body pose [9, 28, 50, 92, 98, 109], motion of semantic
keypoints [24], and joint representations [29, 44, 68, 79, 85]. To facilitate comparison, we provide a summary of other externally sensed
activity recognition systems in Table 1. Finally, we reiterate that
cameras and microphones provide high signal fdelity and richness,
but carry increased privacy concerns [13, 74].

2.2

Doppler-Based Sensing

Energy waves undergo Doppler shift when refecting of moving
objects. These waves can be sound [76, 77], radio frequencies (RF)
[22, 83], visible light [6, 43], or even gravitational waves [10]. Given
the focus on practical and deployable systems, the HCI community
typically relies on microphone- and RF-based Doppler sensing. The
ubiquity of microphones makes them extremely popular for sensing
Doppler shifts (most often in ultrasonic frequency ranges so as to
not interfere with human hearing). Using sound-based approaches,
researchers have enabled large in-air gestures [41, 76], fne-grained
hand gestures [35, 95], multi-device interactions [7, 17], and activity
recognition [37].
In recent years, RF-based Doppler sensors have become signifcantly cheaper and more accessible. RF systems also tend to ofer
superior range than ultrasonic Doppler techniques, and can sometimes operate through walls. Prior work has explored throughthe-wall person detection [23, 76, 87], human gesture recognition [22, 40, 63], respiratory monitoring [62], and signs of life detection [18]. Closer to this work are papers investigating RF-based
Doppler sensing for activity recognition. Chen et al. proposed an inhome Wi-Fi signal-based activity recognition framework using passive micro-Doppler signatures [22]. Using deep learning, Chen et al.
monitored daily activities and detected falling accidents [19–21].
Similarly, Singh et al. used a sparse point cloud from a mmWave
Radar sensor for recognizing fve diferent human activities [83].
A commonality in this prior work is the need for in-situ training
data to develop machine learning models, which are specifc to the
use domain and collection environment. Given this data is manually collected, the volume of training data used in these systems is
comparatively small compared to audio- and video-derived datasets.

2.3

Synthesizing Doppler Data

Using data sources such as videos, motion capture, and animated 3D
models, prior work has synthesized training data for IMU [45, 57],
audio [8, 107], depth camera [75] and human pose [91] poweredsystems. The idea to specifcally synthesize Doppler data to mitigate
training data issues is not new either. In particular, Lin et al. explored
using MoCap data to synthesize Doppler data for walking and
running with some success [67]. Unfortunately, MoCap data is
generally sparse (often a dozen or so key joints), so researchers have
also generated synthetic Doppler data using point clouds captured
from depth-cameras [31, 33, 61]. In both MoCap and depth camera
cases, we found datasets to be much smaller than video sources and
missing many commonplace activities. The fact is, people capture
and upload video data freely, but do not go out and capture depthcamera datasets for research use. Perhaps most similar to our work
is [32], which captured seed data using an actual Doppler radar
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CMU [1]
SFU [2]
RHA [58]
UCF101 [86]
HMDB [56]
YouTube8M [4]
STAIR [100]
ActivityNet [12]
RadHAR [83]
Gambi [38]
NTU [79]
MHAD [72]
UTD [16]
YouTube
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Type

Wave

Climb Staircase

Walk

Squat

Run

Lunge

Jump Rope

Jumping Jack

Jump

Cycle

Clean

Clap

MoCap
MoCap
RGB Video
RGBVideo
RGB Video
RGB Video
RGB Video
RGB Video
RF Doppler
RF Doppler
Depth Cam
Depth Cam
Depth Cam
RGB Video

—
—
~100
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
~1000
50
—
!

—
—
—
—
~50
—
~900
—
—
—
—
—
—
!

~300
~20
~100
—
~155
317
~900
—
~50
231
~1000
—
—
!

—
—
—
~115
—
2422
—
—
~50
—
1000
—
—
!

~60
~5
~100
—
—
7628
~900
—
—
—
~1000
—
—
!

—
—
—
~130
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
!

—
—
—
~145
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
!

—
—
—
~125
—
—
—
—
~40
—
—
25
25
!

~110
~10
—
—
—
4692
~900
—
~35
—
~1000
25
25
!

—
—
—
~135
~105
31080
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
!

—
—
—
~110
—
206
—
~65
—
—
—
—
—
!

—
—
~100
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
~1000
25
25
!

Table 2: We selected 12 activities from [4, 79, 86] to gauge data availability. This table shows multiple datasets, crossing four
diferent categories of data (depth cameras, motion capture, Doppler radar and video). Counts are number of video snippets
for that class. We use !to denote classes with more data than could be practically utilized (i.e., functionally unlimited).

sensor and then generated synthetic Doppler data using Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs). This approach is complementary to
ours, and could expand the volume of training data even further.
To summarize, our approach to synthetic Doppler data creation is
unique in that the inputs are videos, allowing researchers to tap
into a near-limitless amount of training data.

3

POSSIBLE TRAINING DATA SOURCES

The decision to use video as the input into our synthesis pipeline
was not a forgone conclusion. At the very start of the research, our
preference was to use datasets that required less dramatic transformation. We now briefy describe the four main data categories we
considered, and their relative pros and cons that led us to pursue
a video-based approach. As a benchmark, we picked 12 activities
(listed in Table 2) drawn from [4, 79, 86] as a sort of feasibility
litmus test.
Doppler Radar Datasets - We started by surveying projects
that used radar sensors for activity recognition and cataloged how
they sourced their training data. For example, RadHAR [83] manually collected data for fve activities (walking, jumping, jumping
jacks, squats and boxing) while Gambi et al. [38] collected 231
sequences of 29 people walking at diferent speeds. In [32], the
authors manually collected 1356 sequences of 14 people performing
8 actions at diferent angles. In all cases, these manually-created
datasets were very small in volume and limited in their classes.
Most importantly, every minute of recorded data took at least one
minute of researcher time.
Depth Camera Datasets - Next we considered RGBD and depthcamera video datasets (captured with sensors such as the Microsoft
Kinect). We surmised the 3D point cloud of segmented users could
be converted into synthetic Doppler [31, 61], which could then be
used for training. Unlike with Doppler radar, large datasets exist
for research use, which was encouraging. We surveyed 13 such
datasets, but found them to be missing several of our sample activities (see Table 2), and thus several datasets (in diferent formats)
would have to be combined.
MoCap Datasets - We then looked at 3D motion capture (MoCap) datasets, digitized by professional optical tracking systems.
These are very spatially accurate, but only provide a sparse 3D
model of users – often just 17 key joints – and thus can only provide

a very coarse synthetic Doppler signal [67]. Any Doppler-shifted
refections between e.g., the wrist and elbow must be interpolated.
Additionally, of the 13 datasets we surveyed, many activities were
missing, as noted in Table 2.
Video Datasets - Given they contain no innate 3D data, we
were initially skeptical of videos as a data source. Cameras are
generally very high resolution in the plane orthogonal to the camera
axis, but are largely intensive along their Z axis. However, the
incredible wealth of video content – with more than 500 hours of
video uploaded every minute to just YouTube alone – it soon became
the clear winner. Beyond unstructured sources like Youtube, there
exist scores of excellent and very large video repositories that cover
all of our poses (Table 2). We were likewise encouraged by recent
advances in computer vision that enabled 3D pose and even 3D
meshes of users to be extracted from videos, ofering the building
blocks to explore synthesizing Doppler data.
Motivated by these fndings, we set out to create a software
pipeline that converts videos into realistic, but synthetic Doppler
radar data. If achievable, it would ofer an unparalleled volume
of training data for this emerging sensing modality, closing an
important gap and elevating the feasibility of Doppler sensing for
activity recognition.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

We now describe in detail the iterative steps of our software pipeline,
illustrated in Figure 1.

4.1

Mesh ftting

Doppler sensors measure the radial velocity of refective surfaces
in a scene. To replicate this signal, we require equivalent 3D data
of a user’s body against a static background. Fortunately, computer
vision has made enormous strides in ftting a 3D mesh to a person’s
image [42, 55, 70, 99]. Hence, as a frst step, we compute the position
of all vertices of the human body by ftting a mesh to it. For this,
we use VIBE [55], which estimates the mesh via an adversarial
learning framework for human pose estimation. Given an input
video, the VIBE model estimates the human pose and outputs a
human pose mesh for each frame. We track vertices across frames
and also smooth their positions to increase stability.
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Figure 1: Overview of our software pipeline for synthetic Doppler data generation for training activity recognition models.

4.2

Viewpoint Synthesis

Once we have the 3D mesh of a user, we can place a virtual camera
in the scene to synthesize any view. Indeed, we place nine synthetic
cameras in a spherical coordinate system around the user mesh
to simulate diferent viewpoints (see Figure 2 and Video Figure).
Specifcally, we include a "head on" view, along with views 45° to
the left and right, as well as 45° up and down (forming a 3 × 3 polar
coordinate grid). This simple manipulation, essentially a form of
training data augmentation, has a multiplicative efect on every
second of input video. Moreover, it helps to make the later machine
learning model more view-invariant.

4.3

Radar Cross-Section & Radial Velocity

Given a viewpoint and a mesh of a user, we can compute the radar
cross-section of every vertex with respect to a virtual Doppler
sensor. We do this by taking the user mesh returned by VIBE [55]
(which uses SMPL mesh [69]) and calculate each vertex’s surface
area and normal. To compute radial velocity, we look back at each
vertex’s movement history (previous frames), again with respect to
a virtual Doppler sensor (Figure 3, center). We also further augment
our training data by slightly varying the framerate of the input
video (e.g., by assuming consecutive frames are not 1/30th of a
second apart, but rather 1/29th or any other value) to produce
realistic variations of the same activity being performed at diferent
speeds.

4.4

Vertex Visibility & Occlusion

At this point in the pipeline, we have each vertex’s contribution to
the synthetic doppler signal, assuming all were visible. Of course,
there are vertices on the reverse side of the user, and also vertices
that are occluded by other body parts (e.g., arms crossing the torso).
Since these would not contribute to an RF Doppler signal, they must
be fltered. We frst perform back-face culling [104] for each viewpoint, and then calculate if a vertex is occluded by another. Only

Figure 2: An input video is frst processed to extract a 3D
mesh. We can then simulate diferent virtual viewpoints
(here you can see 3 of our 9 synthesized views). This both increases our training data volume and improves robustness
in real world conditions.

vertices with line-of-sight to the virtual Doppler sensor (Figure 3,
right) are passed to the next step of our pipeline.

4.5

Synthesizing Initial Whole-Body Doppler

A useful and popular visualization of Doppler sensor data is a radial
velocity profle at a given instant in time. To mimic this, we create a
32-bin histogram of the radial velocities of the visible user vertices in
the velocity range of our real world sensor (in this case, -2 to 2 m/s).
By stacking such signatures over time, we create a sliding, Dopplertime plot (see Figure 4, second row). The envelope of this initial
simulated Doppler signal roughly follows that of actual Doppler
data, but this can be further improved as we will explain.

4.6

Encoder-Decoder for Domain Translation

The aforementioned synthetic Doppler-time plot is very coarse, as it
is heavily quantized and even small mesh ftting errors can produce
big jumps in radial velocity. Additionally, it does not contain any of
the characteristic noise or non-linearities found in real RF Doppler
sensors. However, we found that the correspondence between synthetic and real-world Doppler can greatly be improved by making
use of an encoder-decoder model. To train our encoder-decoder
model, we choose a U-Net architecture [78], which contains a convolutional and deconvolutional block with an embedding layer of
size 128 in between. Each block has 16, 32 and 64 2D flters respectively with a kernel size of 3 × 3. A Leaky ReLU activation function
and a batch normalization are applied to each convolutional layer.
We take corresponding pairs of real world Doppler and synthetic
Doppler to train our model for 1000 epochs with a root mean square
error loss and Adam optimizer [54] with a learning rate of 0.001.

Figure 3: Left: video of user vacuuming. Center: extracted
user mesh color-coded by radial velocity. Right: mesh colorcoded by visibility - green for visible and red for occluded
points. In this example, for illustration, the virtual Doppler
sensor is located just below the virtual camera, and so a sensor "shadow" from the arm is cast onto the torso.
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Figure 4: Top row shows a user performing diferent activities. Below each activity is our initial and fnal synthetic Doppler
signal. The bottom row shows the corresponding signal captured by an actual Doppler radar sensor (positioned next to the
camera that flmed the user). Note our synthetic pipeline produces comparable signal (see also Video Figure).

4.7

Final Whole-Body Doppler Signal

The fnal output of our pipeline is a synthetic Doppler-time plot
generated by our encoder-decoder model. This plot represents radial
velocity from -2 m/s to 2 m/s (Y-axis, 32 bins) and 3.0 seconds of data
(X-axis, 72 bins). As can be seen in Figure 4 (third row), this synthetic
signal has a strong correspondence to real-world RF doppler data
(bottom row), despite only utilizing 2D video (see also Video Figure).
It is this signal that we use to train our deep learning model for
activity recognition, described next.

4.8

Activity Recognition

As a proof-of-concept Doppler sensor, we used a Texas Instruments
AWR1642 mmWave radar board [47], which costs around $30 USD
[26] when purchasing just the sensor (Figure 6). Doppler data is
streamed to a MacBook Pro laptop (3.1GHz dual-core i5) over USB

Figure 5: Live classifcation of three example activities by
our activity recognition classifer with confdence scores
overlaid over real-time Doppler signals.

at 31 FPS. Our machine learning model is a VGG-16-based convolutional neural network [82] that ingests a real-world Doppler-time
plot (32x72) and outputs one of 12 activity classes. We train the
model with a categorical cross-entropy loss [105] and Adam optimizer [54] with a learning rate of 0.001 for 1000 epochs. On our
laptop, this model takes 47 ms of compute, allowing it to run in
realtime. Example activities recognized by our model are shown in
Figure 5.

5

OPEN SOURCE MODEL AND DATA

To enable other researchers and practitioners to build upon our
system and study results, we have made our synthetic Doppler
data and real world Doppler data available at https://github.com/
FIGLAB/Vid2Doppler.

6

TRAINING DATA

As a proof-of-concept class set, we used the same 12 activities used
to survey data sources earlier in the paper, which were drawn from
the literature [4, 79, 86]. To train our activity recognition model,
we aggregated 10.4 hours of video data to serve as the input for our
synthetic Doppler data generation (expanded roughly ten fold via
data augmentation). Most of the video datasets that we use (8.4 hrs
of the 10.4 hrs) are structured ("RGB Video" datasets in Table 2), i.e.,
have activity labels associated with them. Similar to [57], we also
mined data from unstructured sources (e.g., YouTube) using queries
related to our activity set and then fltered them manually. In the
future, as the sophistication of vision-based Human-Activity Recognition [11] modules improve, we could rely on them for automatic
labeling.
To train our encoder-decoder model, we had two participants
perform the 12 activities in a diferent room than our later study (a
living room of dimension 7.2 × 5.6 × 3.6 m). Each user provided
one hour of data, varying their angle to the sensor. As the encoderdecoder model works with unsupervised data, collection required
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no labeling and motions that were not part of the activity dataset
were also captured when transitioning from one activity to another.

7

USER STUDY

We now describe the physical arrangement of our study, and then
walk through a series of specifc experiments that we used to elucidate the feasibility of our approach.

7.1

Apparatus & Location

For this study, we used the same Texas Instruments AWR1642
RF Doppler sensor [47] and MacBook Pro laptop as described in
the previous section. We mounted the Doppler sensor to a tripod
alongside a Logitech HD webcam to capture footage (Figure 6). We
cleared a small space in our lab where users could safely perform
activities we requested.

7.2

Procedure

We recruited 10 participants (8 male, 2 female) with an average
age of 25.3 years. For each participant, we captured two sessions
of data back-to-back in a lab space roughly 12.8 × 6.5 × 3.8 m.
Within each session, participants were asked to perform 12 activities
(enumerated in Table 2) at 3 diferent angles with respect to our
sensor tripod (0°, 45° and -45°), resulting in a total of 36 trials per
session per participant. Thus, in total we collected: 10 participants
× 2 sessions × 3 angles × 12 activities = 720 total trials (roughly 3.4
hours of data).
For each trial, we collected synchronized Doppler and video data.
Note that video data was collected as a reference to benchmark
the accuracy of our generated synthetic Doppler signal vs. the real
world Doppler signal. Importantly, reference videos were never
used to generate any synthetic data for training. As described previously, our training dataset consisted of 10.4 hours of video data
curated from various external data sources, which we processed
into synthetic Doppler data.

7.3

Results

We designed our study procedure in order to analyze and isolate
diferent factors that afect performance. First we discuss the quality
of the generated synthetic Doppler data. We then describe a series
of varying train/test confgurations to assess activity recognition
accuracy.
7.3.1 Qality of Synthetic vs. Real-World Doppler Signal. To test
the efcacy of our synthetic Doppler data generation pipeline, we
make use of the videos we captured in tandem with real-world
Doppler data. Specifcally, we run participant videos through our
pipeline and compare the synthetic Doppler output to the realworld Doppler sensor signal, fnding a Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
of 0.09 (SD = 0.03) for the normalized (between 0 and 1) amplitude
of Doppler shift.
7.3.2 Recognition Accuracy: Only Synthetic Training Data. We evaluated the performance of our model trained only on synthetic data
generated from our external video dataset (detailed in Section 3)
and tested using participants’ real-world Doppler signals. In this
confguration, our model achieved an accuracy of 81.4% (chance is
8.34%) across the 12 activities and all participants. Figure 7 (left)

Figure 6: For data capture, we use a Texas Instruments
AWR1642 FMCW Radar Sensor (red board) and Logitech HD
webcam.

provides the confusion matrix. Note that in this train/test confguration, we do not train our model on any real-world Doppler data
(i.e., only synthetic Doppler data). This result can be thought of
as "out-of-the-box" accuracy, without any calibration to the local
environment or user.
7.3.3 Recognition Accuracy: Only Real-World Training Data. To
better contextualize our model accuracies, we wished to train a
model using real-world Doppler data and then test it on real-world
Doppler data. As already mentioned several times, there are not
good existing datasets to run such an analysis, so instead we had
to use our own study data. Specifcally, we performed a leave-oneuser-out cross validation. In this process, we train on real-world
Doppler data from nine of our participants and test on a tenth (all
combinations, results averaged). These models achieved an average
accuracy of 90.2% (SD = 4.8%). Unsurprisingly, training on data
captured using the actual sensor in the same location outperforms
our model trained only on synthetic data, though the diference
is only 8.8%, which we view as a strong result for our proof-ofconcept pipeline. At a high level, we believe it shows that a purely
synthetic training data pipeline can be competitive with training
procedures that rely on in-situ captured data.
7.3.4 Recognition Accuracy: Synthetic + Real-World Training Data.
It is also possible for models to leverage both synthetic and realworld Doppler data for training. This could ofer the best of both
worlds: a large corpus of videos for creating an even larger synthetic
Doppler dataset, as well a smaller real-world dataset captured insitu that is inherently better tuned to the local environment and
physical sensor. To explore this, we again ran a leave-one-user-out
cross validation. This time, we trained models using all synthetic
Doppler data and real-world data from nine participants, testing
on a tenth holdout user (all combinations, results averaged). In this
scenario, our model achieves an accuracy of 93.4% (SD = 5.4%),
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Figure 7: Confusion matrix across diferent train/test conditions.
a boost of 3.2% over using only real-world data for training. See
confusion matrix in Figure 7, center.
7.3.5 Recognition Accuracy: Per-User Training. In all of the previous experiments, the model is never exposed to training data from
the user it is testing. However, it is not uncommon for sensing
systems to collect some training data from users, often in the guise
of a calibration during setup (e.g., voice transcription systems that
are trained using a large general corpus, but also ask the user to
speak some phrases to calibrate). To simulate this, we performed
a leave-one-session-out cross validation. Specifcally, we train a
model using all of our synthetic Doppler data (i.e., a large general corpus) and then add one round of a participant’s real-world
Doppler data, testing on the holdout round (both round combinations, for all participants, results averaged). This achieves the best
accuracy of all of our tests: 95.9% (SD = 0.3%). The confusion matrix
can be found in Figure 7, right.
7.3.6 Comparison to Prior Work. The accuracy of our approach
compares favorably to prior work. RadHAR makes use of point
clouds generated from mmWave radar (the same sensor as ours)
and achieves an accuracy of 90.5% across 5 activities employing a
deep learning model. [53] uses SVM’s trained on Doppler radar to
recognize 7 activities with a per-user model accuracy of 92.8% and
a cross-user accuracy 91.9%. The synthetic Doppler data approach
in [32] achieves an accuracy of of 82.6% across 8 activities on one
participant. In contrast, our per-user model on 12 activities achieves
an accuracy of 95.9%. However, it is to be noted that our goal is not
to make a better framework for sensing activities via Doppler data,
but rather to create a framework for synthesizing Doppler data for
training a myriad of diferent activity recognizers. That said, higher
accuracy is a nice side-efect of leveraging synthetically-created
training data derived from video sources. An overview of accuracies
can be found in Table 1, though we emphasize these systems are
tested on diferent datasets and have diferent applications.

8

DISCUSSION

In general, as the richness of a sensing modality increases, so does
the range of activities it can sense. Unfortunately, privacy implications tend to also grow in lockstep, to the point where many people
do not want such sensors in their homes. We can use these two
abstract axes to formulate a design space (Figure 8). We propose

that most sensing approaches lie along the diagonal. In the lowerleft are low-richness sensors that rarely, if ever, reveal sensitive
information (e.g., temperature, barometric, magnetic, and proximity sensors). In the upper-right are high-richness, highly-invasive
sensors, such as microphones and cameras. Using the latter sensors,
researchers have demonstrated high accuracy activity recognition
[5, 34, 59, 103], but many consumers remain skeptical and even
early adopters are wary of leaked recordings and data [25, 39]. We
believe that Doppler radar is among a handful of sensing techniques
that starts to pull away from the diagonal trend, ofering good signal richness and good privacy preservation. For this reason, the
modality deserves attention, and we hope that our pipeline can
serve as a tool to bootstrap such exploration eforts.
Prior research utilizing cameras and microphones has already
demonstrated many applications of user activity recognition, ranging from exercise tracking, health and wellness monitoring, life
logging, to context-aware assistants. RF Doppler radar and our
training approach could not only enable similar applications, but
do so in a more privacy-preserving manner that could help to realize
the vision of ubiquitous sensing. Additionally, mmWave radar sensors are sufciently low cost and compact to allow for integration
into almost all consumer electronics. Indeed, commercial smartphones have already shipped with Doppler radar sensors, such as
the Google Pixel 4 [84, 95].

9

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

There are several key technical limitations that will need to be
overcome before consumer use and widespread adoption. First, our
model was trained and tested with static background scenes. Our
model would fail in cases where there is motion in the background
or the sensor itself was in motion (i.e., the environment would create
Doppler-shifted refections in addition to a user). To overcome this
in the future, it may be possible to add random Doppler signals or
even simulate the physics of moving objects and walls as part as
part of the synthetic data generation pipeline. Another limitation of
our current system is the inability to handle multiple simultaneous
users. Our current approach sums all the Doppler profles across
distances to create a distance-invariant Doppler-time plot. However,
some Doppler radar systems can segment and track multiple people
if they are far enough apart [48], so this may be overcome in the
future. Lastly, our current machine learning approach makes use of
convolutions on the Doppler-time plot. However, alternate feature
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